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Calliope Games is thrilled to introduce the ultimate in gaming elegance. Tsuro: Luxury Limited Edition
celebrates nearly twenty years of the Game of the Path with the creation of an heirloom piece for generations
to come. Originally published in 2005, Tsuro has long been favored for its clever decisions, engaging
interactions, and fun, elegant gameplay. It has since inspired an award-winning family of games, including
Tsuro of the Seas, Tsuro: Phoenix Rising, and even Tsuro VR. They couldn’t think of a better way to
commemorate and continue the Tsuro legacy than crafting a limited-edition keepsake version of this family
favorite!

The Tsuro: Luxury Limited Edition experience begins with its intricately carved wooden game box, depicting
classic mythological scenes and accentuated by vintage finishes. Generations of gaming families will learn this
Calliope classic with the unfurling of a bamboo scroll, brilliantly emblazoned with this elegant ruleset. Each one
of these stone-textured resin tiles is individually carved with its unique path configuration and finished by hand.
Tiles will be selected by players from a vividly embroidered satin bag that mirrors the box’s design. Each of the
eight metal pawns represents a memorable piece of Tsuro’s history, from the fierce dragon to the awe-inspiring
phoenix. Finally, the iconic dragon tile has been replaced with a shining gold statuette of the dragon and
phoenix—forever locked in their elegant dance. Tsuro: Luxury Limited Edition will be a true collection
centerpiece for years to come!

http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/calliopegamenight/tsuro-luxury-limited-edition


Tsuro: Luxury Limited Edition will only be available during the four weeks of this Kickstarter campaign. It will
not be available for late pledges and will not be distributed to retailers. Each copy in this extremely limited print
run will be commemorated with an individually stamped metal plate depicting the game's number and a
supporting Certificate of Authenticity signed by the artist, designer, and publisher.



About Calliope Games:

Over 10 years ago, Calliope Games began as a collaboration between Dawne Weisman, Jordan Weisman,
and Ray Wehrs. Calliope Games has been producing and selling quality tabletop games ever since. Calliope
products are inspired by families, for families. While they are most readily known for their Tsuro and Roll For
It! game lines, they have successfully released twenty-four titles, many of which were brought to life on
Kickstarter!

With both current and future gamers in mind, their designs make the perfect gateway to the tabletop hobby.
Calliope games are excellent for starting out game night and are easily played between heavier games. They
focus on entertaining adults while allowing children to compete with their parents without a single game
“thrown”. It’s really a simple concept; instead of having parents step down into the child’s world, these games
invite the child to step up into the parents' world.

Calliope games are easy to learn, play in under sixty minutes, and provide a fun and engaging experience for
players of all ages!
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